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Abstract— Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) can be achieved by ship detection mission on the giant- resolution 
remote sensing images. However, the fake alarms caused by the onshore ship-like objects may decline the accuracy and 
feasibility of these DCNN-based detection frameworks. In the end-to- end work method, named as Scene Mask R-CNN, is 
proposed to lessen the onshore fake alarms. This scene mask extraction network (SMEN), is a network branch for scene 
segmentation, is introduced into the detection framework. The non-target area is marked by an inferenced scene mask which is 
used to assist the ship detection technique. Fusing the feature map originated from feature extraction network (FEN) with the 
inferenced scene mask by using the edge probability weighted (EPW) merging method, the fake candidate targets in the non-
target area are excluded. This mechanism of DCNN-based ship detection not only maintains the detection accuracy, but also 
effectively suppresses the fake alarms in the non target area. Finally, the authenticity and correctness of this method are 
verified on a ship dataset generated by the high- resolution optical remote sensing images.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) can be achieved by ship detection mission on the giant- resolution remote 
sensing images. However, the fake alarms caused by the onshore ship-like objects may decline the accuracy and feasibility of 
these DCNN-based detection frameworks. In the end-to- end work method, named as Scene Mask R-CNN, is proposed to 
lessen the onshore fake alarms. This scene mask extraction network (SMEN), is a network branch for scene segmentation, is 
introduced into the detection framework. The non-target area is marked  by an inferenced scene mask which is used to assist 
the ship detection technique. Fusing the feature map originated from feature extraction network (FEN) with the inferenced 
scene mask by using the edge probability weighted (EPW) merging method, the fake candidate targets in the non-target area 
are excluded. This mechanism of DCNN-based ship detection not only maintains the detection accuracy, but also effectively 
suppresses the fake alarms in the non target area. Finally, the authenticity and correctness of this method are verified on a 
ship dataset generated by the high- resolution optical remote sensing images.  

 

Fig 1. CNN 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

Computer-aided ship detection methods have been enormously freed up human resources and typically including two steps:   
using classifiers for classification and localization and extracting image features. These methods can produce stable outcome 
under calm sea conditions. However, when a distortion such as waves, clouds, rain, fog, and reflections could happen, the 
extracted low-level features are not robust. Apart from, manual selection of these features is time-consuming and strongly 
dependent on the expertise and characteristics of the data itself.  
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2.1 Issues in the Existing Systems 

Regional Convolutional neural network (RCNN)  causes false alarms for the onshore ship-like objects decreasing the accuracy and 
feasibility.When disturbances such as waves, clouds, rain, fog, and reflections happen, the extracted low-level features are not 
robust.Therefore, we use Mask RCNN to improve the accuracy and the false alarm targets existing in non-target area are 
eliminated entirely. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

A system is tendered to automatize the detection of presence of ships within the given image victimization Deep Learning and 
Machine Learning Algorithms. We have a tendency to area unit proposing along side ship detection, a ship classification 
supported the sort and class of the ships. The planned system won't solely sight a ship however conjointly categories as war 
ship, instrumentation ship etc. 

4. ARCHITECTUE 

 

 

  

               
               
   

 

 

               
               

In this after these region proposals are extracted these wrapped image regions go through a trained CNN in our 
implementation AlexNet and then on the final layer the classification is done Using a Support Vector Machine(SVM) classifier 
which classifies whether this is an object and if so what. Pictorial representation of above process is shown in Figure. 

4.1 Procedure for Object Detection and Localisation in R-CNN 

R-CNN works really well but is really quite slow for implementation in real time object detection. The reasons being 1. It 
requires a forward pass of the CNN (AlexNet) for every single region proposal for every single image that’s around 2000 
forward passes per image. 2. It must train three different models separately -the CNN to generate image features, the classifier 
that predicts the class and the regression model to tighten the bounding boxes.  

4.2 Module Description with Functional Architecture 
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ModuleList:- 

[1] Data collection, categorizing and pre-processing  

[2] Deep Learning using CNN 

[3] Detecting and categorizing Ships in images. 

FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

Therefore enhancement of these systems that keep the ship on course and help it avoid collisions with other vessels were 
working exactly as advertised,and can help to make alerts for the inshore and offshore if there is a war attack with other 
countries and that time these could be a added advantange of knowing the category of ships that are nearing for the attack 
using this methodology. 

CONCLUSION 

The detection process starting from data collection and      processing, image preprocessing and finally convolutional neural 
network model building and evaluation along with the best accuracy on public test set being the higher accuracy score as a result 
provides great insights about the detection of the ships. Early ship detection is for just identification of ships Therefore, this model 
is presented to improve the accuracy of ship detection with the scope of categorization of ships.                                                                                                
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